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FUTURE OF THE CAMPUS IN A DIGITAL WORLD



CAMPUS IN A DIGITAL WORLD







YES … DIFFERENT … FEWER



For centuries, campus has been part 
of the standard paradigm.  It has 
always been there – a setting, not a 
participant.  The future of the 
campus in the learning enterprise 
depends on being re-designed to be 
an agent, a necessary supportive 
ingredient, not just being there.



• CLASSROOMS 
as strategic assets

• LIBRARIES
for interaction/discovery

• HYBRID SPACES
and third places

• KNOWLEDGE
in application

• SPACE DEMAND
with fluidity



a thicket of
business issues
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Much of American higher 
education now faces a stark 
choice:  commit to experimental 
adaptation and institutional 
transformation often at serious 
human and financial costs, or a 
painful decline into an 
unwelcoming century.

ACADEMIA NEXT 
By Bryan Alexander



SURVIVING TO 2050
• TBTF
• UNIQUE
• ADAPTABLE
• ENOUGH DEMAND

BOTH/AND
• FACE TO FACE 
• DIGITAL FORMS
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INSTITUTION SURVIVING TO 2050
FACE TO FACE EXPERIENCE
UTILIZE DIGITAL FORMS

Not a spectator sport



CLAIRE

LAUREN

TERRY

ROBERT



A handful of American places enjoy powerful double 
lives, one daily and real, another conducted largely in 
imagination.  The oldest and strongest of these 
common dreamscapes is the campus.

Bright College Years by Ann Matthews



Claire

Opportunistic



• Episodic
• Optional
• Returning
• Several entities
• Shared place/time
• Practicality
• Value



lauren

Lauren

Tactical



NSF STUDY



不聞不若聞之
聞之不若見之
見之不若知之
知之不若行之
學至於行之而止矣

Not having heard something is not as good as having heard it;
having heard it is not as good as having seen it; 

having seen it is not as good as knowing it;
knowing it is not as good as putting it into practice.

CHINESE CONFUCIAN PHILOSOPHER, XUNZI, 312–230 BC
(Allen, 2019 after Popik, 2012)

















TERRY

Terry

Strategic
------------
Tactical



TERRY

New classrooms built for specific departments 
and located for convenience of those faculties.

Learning spaces shaped by senior faculty.

Renovation funds leave existing patterns.

Classrooms designed for lecture-only instruction 
are “improved” by updating furniture, finishes 
and technology.

Administrators make the system as efficient as 
possible, but can’t change it.



CLASSROOM AND LIBRARY



ROBERT

Robert

Tactical
-----------
Strategic



ROBERT

• Obsolete faculty views
• Board members
• Leadership
• Registration and space

Management systems 
• Institutional and state

standards
• Inadequate funding

models



• > 16 OHIO STATES
• > 750,000 FULL TIME UNDERGRADS
• > TOTAL CREDIT HOURS OF
• WISCONSIN
• UNC
• SUNY
• CAL STATE

Online undergraduates at
Public and Private(nfp) 4 year

Digital Transformation



• >  45 MILLION SF
• Classrooms
• Offices
• Student Life
• Study Space

• > $14 BILLION CAPITAL COST
• ~ $1 BILLION ANNUAL OPERATION

Facilities Impact at
Public and Private (nfp) 4 year

Digital Transformation



Assumptions

• Synchronous
• Face to face
• Located
• Textbooks
• Degrees
• Full bundle



Assumptions (revised)

• Asynchronous
• Occasional F2F
• Wherever
• Screens
• Credentials
• Unbundling
• Whenever



EMERGING PICTURE
BOTH AND



CLAIRE

LAUREN
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LAUREN’S QUOTE
“For a course that relies heavily on in-class activities, 
the right classroom layout is imperative … to increase 
interactions between the instructor and students, 
and having the wrong classroom design can hinder 
interactions … and limit the types of activities that 
can be done in class…”
BLENDED LEARNING IN PRACTICE, 281.



Bigger
more area per student

1



Faster
no speed is too much

2



no speed is too much

2 Fast enough



Flatter3
no barriers to movement



Fewer4
less on campus time per FTE



LIBRARIES

Goog-azon-ap-bucks



Different 
storage1



More Space
Less Rigid2



More Apple Store3



Goog-azon-ap-bucks4



Fifth Draft and Caveats

• Unique institutional history
• Impacts are not uniform
• Time limitations of response
• Cultural limitations of response



• Build no net additional square feet





• Upgrade the best; 
get rid of the rest



• Manage space and time; 
rethink capacity



• Right-size the whole



• Take sustainable action



• Make campus matter .



Digital Transformation



UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
LASONNDE STUDIOS NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY

SEATTLE

GEORGIA TECH
GTatrium



GIERYN QUOTE



GIERYN QUOTE



As the need for synchronous place and time evaporates, investments 
in the physical campus will be questioned as never before.  For 
campuses to be justified, they must provide values that are not 

available by other means.  To become such places, they need to be 
adapted and transformed as if their survival were at stake.



The world may be flat,
but it is not featureless.

Discussion

CAMPUSMATTERS.NET


